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Aprašymas:

Simplanova is a young and energetic company with
ambitious goals, a well-established leader in the niche
of the international Microsoft Dynamics market. The
company values simplicity, good planning and
innovation therefore every employee’s initiative,
interest in the latest technological advancements and
attempts to apply them in practice are very welcome
here. If you are ambitious and want your ideas to get
heard, join Simplanova as .NET developer and form its
future together!

You, as .NET developer will have possibilities to:

Join a team of developers who enjoy building
quality tools
Work in a scrum-based environment

Where open communication and your ideas are1.
valued
Where documentation is not our main priority2.
Where we take care of what’s important for a3.
client and not strictly follow the plan

Have an impact on application
architecture/design and functionality
Learn and implement best coding practices such
as but not limited to TDD clear code or DDD.

We offer:

https://simplanova.com/


Working on a project which will make a huge
difference both internally and for our international
clients;
Technologies we use: .Net Core/Azure or anything
you want to add
Competitive and motivating salary: 1,600 – 3,700
EUR/month gross, depending on your skills and
experience;
Flexible work hours (ability to work from home);
Foosball breaks, refreshments, adjustable height
tables;
Unforgettable company events;
Company funding for taking skill certifications;
International project experience;
Friendly and supportive teammates working
together in an agile environment;
Cozy and modern office.

It would be nice if you have prior experience with:

.NET experience (1-7 years),
OOP
Test framework such as NUnit or XUnit;
Project management tool knowledge (Azure
DevOps, JIRA or similar);
Experience with ERP systems (especially
Dynamics NAV);
Parser knowledge;

Reikalinga Patirtis
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